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1.  Cloning is the process of ______.      
A  choosing a new pet 
B making a copy of an animal  
C saying goodbye to a beloved pet 
D milking a cow     

2.  What is the first step in the cloning process?   
A combining a cell with an egg   
B taking one cell from a piece of skin
C  placing an embryo in a female 

animal    
D cutting a piece of skin from an animal

3.  Not many clones have been made. The 
author says this is because cloning is 
______.  
A illegal   
B expensive
C only for pet owners 
D not well understood 

7.  Why might a clone behave differently than the 
original animal?

  

8.  The author tells you that farmers want to 
clone cows that produce the most milk. What 
other animals might farmers want to clone, 
and why?

4.  A cow that’s more productive than other 
cows ______. 
A has no calves  
B eats more grass   
C costs less to feed  

D makes more milk 

 5.  Why did Dolly’s birth make headlines in 
newspapers around the world? 
A She was a clone. 
B  She was a sheep. 
C She was born in 1996.
D  She was born in Scotland.

6.  Both articles tell you that ______.   
A  cloning is a complicated process that could 

fail  
B  some people think cloning is cruel to 

animals  
C the idea of cloning humans bothers people 
D  scientists have been able to clone animals 

for about 20 years

Constructed Response
Directions: On a separate piece of paper, write your answer to each question in a well-
organized response.


